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Introduction 
Seed is one of the most critical inputs a farm relies on, and organic farmers are required to 
utilize organic seed when available. But seed is more than an input. Seed is a natural resource 
requiring broad and collaborative stewardship. The quality of seed and the suitability of a variety 
can make a very substantial impact on the profitability, environmental impact, and sustainability 
of the farming operation. Organic foods sales exceed 45 billion dollars annually, but organic 
farmers remain dependent on a highly consolidated, conventional seed industry to supply their 
genetics. Organic farmers in the Southern region are further challenged by a unique growing 
climate with high humidity, and low winter chilling, which limits the range of species suitable for 
production of high quality seed. Successful seed production requires knowledge of appropriate 
production practices, infrastructure needs, markets, agroecological implications, and the 
suitability of the crop for seed production in the local environment. The 2019 Southeast Seed 
Summit was convened In order to empower Southeast farmers to expand organic seed 
production, while addressing the risks and impacts on the whole farm system. 
 
These proceedings came from this summit, which was held in conjunction with the Carolina 
Farm Stewardship Association’s Sustainable Agriculture Conference as a two and a half day 
conference for seed producers and other stakeholders. The seed summit featured workshops 
on seed topics including seed production, plant breeding, variety trials, and seed business, as 
well as sharing, networking and listening sessions. In these proceedings you will find the 
summaries and notes from listening sessions on how to improve Southeast seed systems, as 
well as the slides from the workshops.  
 
There is an active movement of Southeast seed growers and their allies working to strengthen 
Southeast seed systems, starting with the priority initial areas of work detailed here. If you are 
curious about Southeast seed efforts and activities, want to join the Southeast Seed Network 
listserve, or want to help to further some of these goals, you can find out more by reaching out 
to Jared Zystro at jared@seedalliance.org. We look forward to working together with you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kelli Dale 
Jeanine Davis 
Melissa DeSa 
Edmund Frost 
Jacob Leech 
Jovan Sage 
Ira Wallace 
Jared Zystro 
 
2019 Southeast Seed Organizing Committee 
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Agenda 
Southeast Seed Summit 

Friday, November 1st - Growing Seed in the Southeast Intensive  

For most of these sessions, we have identified a few speakers to lead the topic. However, this 

summit is designed to foster peer-to-peer learning. Part of these sessions will be dedicated to 

participants sharing their experiences and expertise about these topics.  

8:30 am – 9:15 am Welcome and introductions 

Ira Wallace and Melissa DeSa 

 

9:15 am - 9:45 am Basic seed biology and physiology 

Myra Manning 

 

10:15 am – 11:30 am Regional pest, disease and climatic factors in seed production. 

Workshop leads: Chris Smith, Ira Wallace, Edmund Frost, and Elizabeth Little 

OPEN SPACE SESSION 

 

11:30 am – 1:00 pm – Lunch 

 

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Facilitated conversation on how to reach the people who are not at the 

table and what the impediments are to more effective outreach to people of color in the 

region. 
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Jovan Sage 

 

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm Listening session and Southern organic seed system strategic planning. 

Craig LeHoullier and Jared Zystro 

 

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm  Seed harvesting and cleaning, processing and equipment peer-to-peer 

knowledge sharing 

OPEN SPACE SESSION 

 

Saturday, November 2nd 

7:00 am – 8:30 am – Breakfast 

8:30 am – 9:45 am Growing vegetable seed in the Southeast 

Learn from Southeast seed growers and experts about the tools and techniques you need to be 

successful in growing vegetable seed in our region. Presenters will share information about 

timing, variety choices, pollination, harvest and post-harvest seed crop management, as well as 

best choices for tools and infrastructure. 

Workshop leads: Edmund Frost, Ira Wallace, Melissa DeSa, and Craig LeHoullier 

OPEN SPACE SESSION 

 

10:15 am – 11:30 am Growing field crop seed in the Southeast 
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Interested in growing field corn or small grains as seed crops? Hear from members of the 

Southern Farmers Seed Co-op about the necessary tools and equipment, recommended variety 

choices, and seed crop management throughout the season and in storage. 

Workshop leads: Peyton McDaniel and Ben Miller 

OPEN SPACE SESSION 

 

11:45 am – 1:15 pm – Lunch 

1:30 pm – 2:45 pm Seed production economics, marketing, and market niches 

Could commercial seed production be a profitable part of your farm? Find out from experienced 

farmers and seed industry experts about negotiating seed production contracts, and finding the 

right scales, markets and seed crop types. 

Workshop leads: Debbie Piesen, Brett Grohsgal, Peyton McDaniel and Ben Miller 

OPEN SPACE SESSION 

 

3:15 pm – 4:30 pm  Seed Showcase – Everyone can bring seeds and attendees set up tables 

to showcase their farms and business and swap seeds and ideas. 

 

Sunday, November 3rd 

7:00 am – 8:30 am – Breakfast 

8:30 am – 9:45 am Finding farm solutions with variety trials 
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Variety trials can help you find the best varieties to grow for the farm and for the customer. 

Variety trials are also essential for farmer-breeders and seed growers dedicated to the continual 

improvement of seed. This workshop will help farmers gather useful information through good 

trial design and data collection without increasing labor and resource inputs. Presenters will 

share real life examples of variety trial layouts, results, and challenges. 

Workshop Leads: Jeanine Davis, Edmund Frost and Jared Zystro 

OPEN SPACE SESSION 

10:15 am – 11:30 am Breeding Crops for Resilience in the Face of Climate Change 

Brett Grohsgal and Michael Mazourek 

Learn the fundamental skills to develop and adapt seed varieties to your farm in a changing 

climate. From planning a breeding project to crossing varieties and selecting the best plants, 

experienced plant breeders will show you how to get started and provide inspiring examples. 

 

Throughout the conference 

The CFSA Seed Exchange will be open to for everyone to bring their seeds to share 

Lee Barnes and Doug Jones 
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Listening Sessions 

Summary 

These notes are from the Southeast Seed Summit listening sessions held in Raleigh NC in 2019. 
Participants gathered to connect around seed in the Southeast and identify the top challenges, 
strengths and areas of need for seed in the Southeast and to plan collective actions.  
 
Top Five Challenges for Southeast Seed Systems, in order (number of votes in 
parentheses): 
 

● Lack of economic opportunities for seed growers (16) 
● Lack of coordination between growers, companies, breeders, etc (15) 
● Climate (and urgency as a consequence of), pests, disease pressures (14) 
● Appropriation/patenting of culturally significant seeds (7) 
● Repair  work needed to rebuild networks (5) 

 
Other challenges mentioned: 
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Stigma with respect to crops most easily grown here - needs to develop markets for them (3) 
Global Labor Market issues (2) 
Policies - organic vs non-organic, funding and support, politics, regulations (1) 
Need more definition of what a regional seed network is (structure, members, roles) (1) 
Resources (1) 
Uniform understanding of standard terms - heirloom, OP, GMO - as it corresponds to seed 
identity, use and quality (1) 
Lack of regional seed production knowledge (need to cut dependence on expertise from 
universities) (1) 
Using the plants more fully that need to be pulled out (0) 
Contamination (0) 
Seeds being most often purchased are sometimes not the best fit for this region (0) 
 
Top Five Strengths of Southeast Seed Systems, in order (number of votes in parentheses): 
 

● Diversity of Cultures and Strength in Farming Cultures (13 votes) 
● Strong Farming Culture (10 votes) 
● Lots of Elders and Youth in this Region (8 votes) 
● Network of Experienced Seed Producers (7 votes) 
● Number of Regional Seed Companies (6 votes) 

 
Other strengths mentioned: 
Consumers Connected to Farming/Gardening (5 votes) 
Time is Right - Need provides the Energy (4 votes) 
Diversity of Climates (3 votes) 
Critical Mass of People in the Room to Make Progress Now (2 votes) 
Culture of Knowledge Sharing and Seed Saving (2 votes) 
Organic Seed (2 votes) 
Seed Banking and Preservation (USDA, SSE members, etc) (1 vote) 
 
Priority Initial Areas of Work: 
The following five broad areas were seen as the most important categories for work to be done. 
Groups brainstormed potential actions and solutions within each of these areas. The notes from 
those brainstorming sessions can be found by following the links under each area. 
 

1. Internal network building (human centric)      Page 9 
2. External education - celebrate and promote local seed    Page 11 
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3. Economics of seed production - make viable     Page 
11 

4. Create infrastructure for sharing information    Page 13 
5. Climate impacts - breeding, trials      Page 14 

 
Immediate Next Steps: 
The following tasks were identified as immediate next action steps to keep the conversation 
moving forward. 
 

● Regular zoom calls 
● Meetup at seed growers conference 
● Meetups at regional conferences 
● Listserve 

 

Challenges for Southeast Seed Systems - Session Notes 

 
Identified prior to the meeting in the survey. Vote number indicates those that the team most 
wished to tackle for solutions in the breakout groups 
Climate (and urgency as a consequence of), pests, disease pressures (14) 
Lack of economic opportunities for seed growers (16) 
Lack of regional seed production knowledge (need to cut dependence on expertise from 
universities) (1) 
Lack of coordination between growers, companies, breeders, etc (15) 
Appropriation/patenting of culturally significant seeds (7) 
 
Added during the meeting 
Stigma with respect to crops most easily grown here - needs to develop markets for them (3) 
Using the plants more fully that need to be pulled out (0) 
Policies - organic vs non-organic, funding and support, politics, regulations (1) 
Contamination (0) 
Repair work needed to rebuild networks (5) 
Global Labor Market issues (2) 
Seeds being most often purchased are sometimes not the best fit for this region (0) 
Need more definition of what a regional seed network is (structure, members, roles) (1) 
Resources (1) 
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Uniform understanding of standard terms - heirloom, OP, GMO - as it corresponds to seed 
identity, use and quality (1) 
 

Strengths of Southeast Seed Systems - Session Notes 

 
From the Survey in Advance of the Meeting - vote number resulted from the meeting activity - 
those that most resonated, for voting, are in bold. 
Diversity of Climates (3 votes) 
Strong Farming Culture (10 votes) 
Consumers Connected to Farming/Gardening (5 votes) 
Culture of Knowledge Sharing and Seed Saving (2 votes) 
Network of Experienced Seed Producers (7 votes) 
 
Added at the Meeting from the Participants 
Diversity of Cultures and Strength in Those Cultures (13 votes) 
Number of Regional Seed Companies (6 votes) 
Number of Ag Universities, Colleges and other Schools and Farm Service Agencies 
Seed Banking and Preservation (USDA, SSE members, etc) (1 vote) 
Organic Seed (2 votes) 
Time is Right - Need provides the Energy (4 votes) 
Critical Mass of People in the Room to Make Progress Now (2 votes) 
Lots of Elders and Youth in this Region (8 votes) 
 

Priority Initial Area of Work 1:  
 Internal Network Building (human centric) 

Group 1 session notes: 
● Grow and connect networks between growers, seed companies, and third party 

organizations with a wide net 
● Find people to support/volunteer to get going on all of this (do winter work) - ensure 

that you have people who will stick to it 
● Identify, define, describe what people want in a “seed system” (also define who the 

people are who will contribute) 
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● Find ways to encourage local/OP seeds - buying, farming with, gardening with - will take 
consumer education - perhaps a podcast, for sharing information between appropriate 
people 

● Create linkages between food and chefs - varieties with great stories 
● Grow home gardeners and help advise what they grow - create seed savers, could lead 

to more farmers 
 

Group 2 session notes: 
● Create a trials database where records are shared and exchanged 
● Create a network of farmers who are excited about trialing (and identify who they are) 

for market growers - that are willing to share genetic material and results. Can this group 
also come up with some economic solutions? Where can the funding come from? 

● Involve seed companies - seek their stamp of approval - but would they be willing to 
publish their own trial work and results? 

● There would be power in a network that involves as much of the above as possible 
● Need a good marketing pitch 
● Could be a decentralized growers network but a centralized marketing/economic effort 
● Where to find funding and incentives, esp for non certified farms - grants? 
● Need to find out from this group who is interested in driving forward these ideas 

 
Group 3 session notes: 

● Building the network - OSA Listserve 
● Use Zoom technology for the regular meetings 
● Identify conferences - regional, state, Ssawg, Georgia Organics - other zones 
● Need to act now - don’t put off until tomorrow what can be done now 
● Create relationships with extension agents 
● “Closed mouths don’t get fed!” - so be proactive and ask! 
● Invite others in - connect more people in, don’t have to be experts 
● Exchange your traditions - “your seed is your culture” 
● Build the resource list. Those with expertise in histories of seeds - David Shields, Sarah 

Ross, Craig LeHoullier, Rowan White, Michael Twitty, Ira Wallace.  Those with expertise in 
equipment - David Boule; those with expertise in flavors and nutrition - Row7 seeds, 
chefs and home cooks.  This is just a starting point - need to fill out this list 

● Key is making clear why we are doing this - Seeds for What??? 
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Priority Initial Area of Work 2:  
 External education - celebrate and promote local seed  

Group 1 session notes: 
● Farmers markets - more outreach and information to the customers - education 
● Farmers won’t grow it unless they can sell it 
● What are the ways to get customers to better appreciate/value regional varieties? 
● Can’t be only “high end” - must be accessible to all 
● Better known and better (tasting) cooking methods for regional (but less well known) 

crops - can create demand (education needed) 
● Create an information campaign - “local seed/local varieties” 
● Information to farmers - local seeds are better and locally adapted varieties are more 

beneficial for them 
● Change the USDA certification rules on organic seeds 
● Create a podcast, or social media campaign, to create a broader reach 
● There is a broad information gap 
● Encourage larger institutions to serve locally produced/grown regional food (jails, 

schools, hospitals) 
● Make it accessible for more people - easier, healthy recipes 
● Message to community and home gardens - eat what you grow, and grow what 

succeeds in your garden (regionally adapted/appropriate/sourced) 
● Act on these ideas! 

 

Priority Initial Area of Work 3:  
 Economics of seed production - make viable 

Group 1 session notes: 
● Large Ag companies vs small farmers - idea is to combine contracts with other small 

farmers 
● Develop a weight-based payment structure (sq ft, hourly, bid-based) 
● Low yielding varieties could be better in general, but it is hard to get enough seeds. 

Consumer education would help - explain to them so they would pay more 
● Cost-share the billing for “organic certification”, “certified naturally grown”, other 

categories 
● Tradeoffs of locally grown landraces vs externally grown landraces for the southeast 
● Reputation - high germination rates are important, fosters good relationships with 

growers 
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● Increase labor efficiency for homesteaders in seed production (vs vegetable production) 
● There is a perception of increased risk, increased labor of seed production (cost is 

actually 10-20 dollars per hour to grow seed) 
 

Group 2 session notes: 
● Use networks to identify and disseminate information on resources (grants, business 

opportunities with seed companies, identifying markets, etc) 
● Raising awareness to expand economic success of OP/Organic seed companies so that 

we can support more jobs for breeders, etc. 
● Promoting cooperatives and sharing 
● Education of farmers in finding alternative revenue streams to support seed growing - 

connecting farmers to the alternative product markets (dealing with waste streams) 
● Supporting breeders to collaborate to apply for grants and access resources 
● Connecting seed growers with other local farmers to grow out varieties 

 
Group 3 session notes: 

● Subsidize seed and all of the pieces - equipment, supplies, lobbying at multiple levels 
● Larger seed companies that can buy larger quantities 
● Pooled resources for equipment - such as shared seed cleaning; grant? 
● Ensure there is kit for each farm 
● Form seed growers union to set prices and guidelines and terms 
● Standardize incentives for quality 
● Risk sharing with companies - pay at growth stages 
● Meet ups to support direct sales to growers - could allow for sales of lower germinating 

seed 
● Create a virtual seed marketplace (which existing ones, have) 
● Use a label - “SE Growers Seed” - can it demand a premium? 

 
Group 4 session notes: 

● We need to get paid more for the seeds that we grow; find ways to actively make this 
work 

● Regional farmers growing regional seeds for regional companies 
● Politics of and benefits of seed saving - Jennifer Taylorwould like to work on that. Also 

with growing out trials and networks  
● Debbie- trials network has started putting together a network already 
● Regina- interested in working with Jennifer and trials  
● Lillian, Ira outreach and education 
● Rick hurst- history and education of SE varieties  
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● Sandy- the work on the history of seed and preservation of stories maybe is a seperate 
group or sub group of the outreach and education yes but needs it’s own focus because 
it can be really hard to get those histories in order (Ira) 

● Sandy Ostracat experience in qualitative interviewing help talking to peole about seed 
stories  

● The larger group can split into sub groups for more effective  
● We can send out a google form/survey type thing to gauge their level of participating 

and 
● Strategies and goals are different so trying to fit the  interests is difficult 
● But lilliane pointed out not to silo themselves and then working within a broader sub 

group  is good 
● May be overlaps among the groups will evolve 
● Mel- fundraising  
● Edmund external and internal network are similar the difference between these two is 

really fuzzy. Interested in # 3 and #5 
● Ira- seed yield and information gathering, Debbie has that in her notes.  
● Rick- looking at fundraising and grants  
● Mel happy to review/get started 
● Angie- default to OSA or work with those already doing the work.  
● Jared will send out again the links to possible places where seed meet ups can happen 
● OSGC has a dedicated space to do this  
● Some folks are going to southern SAWG 
● VA Biological conference also in January 
● Organic Growers School in Asheville  
● Chris- Utopian focused on crop trialing doing good work on this but maybe not a good 

lead maybe. Tony Kleese founded the People’s Seed has a lot of planning background of 
this network but not much people power 

● Sandy thankful for us facilitating all this and grateful  
● Doug Jones how will sub groups will form themselves 
● Jared- next steps great question. Let folks mull things over before signing up, see where 

interests lie, what folks might be interested in leading, set a schedule for maybe how 
frequently they want to meet and we can facilitate those phone calls or separate calls. 

● Rejoice will help get people into groups and organized 
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Priority Initial Area of Work 4:  
 Create infrastructure for sharing information 

Group 1 session notes: 
● Set up standards, share solutions, create toolkit for seed reparation work. Need to 

establish best practices, and hold companies and organizations accountable 
● Provide access to knowledge that is stuck in institutions - this will require organized 

communication exchanges (such as this event), but will require resources as well.  
● Create infrastructure/space for sharing (such as museums, libraries, other institutions) 
● Important to keep the oral histories for seeds available/attached. 
● Look to other regions for resources (such as the PNW) 

 
● Within the context of climate change and food sovereignty, need to build an awareness 

of seed. 
● Need to educate youth on the importance of seed saving and incorporate this into 

cooking, home gardens, etc 
● Database/marketplace/exchange identification or creation 
● Need an up-to-date, managed database for educational or job/career or internship 

opportunities 
● Value recognition - such as fair pay - for the work needed 
● Need stricter seed production/quality standards (purity, ie) for larger seed companies 
● Continue to build knowledge and understanding of the value of heirlooms/diversity of 

what we grow 
● Seed sovereignty - transparency, certification, standards 
● Information for sharing with all of the SE Seed People - the Southeastern Seed System 

 
Group 2 session notes: 

● Intergenerational knowledge sharing 
● What are the sources of information?  Indigenous farmers, and who else? 
● Technology vs family - value of family/love - support and understanding, especially 

agroecology and organic seed 
● Two types of sharing; in person, and available reference resource 
● Educational campaign with guidelines 
● Community strengths/networks - small, regional (enhance local seed community - 

exchanges, funding, space, time) - balance between social media use - how to fund? 
● Narrative/story telling - YouTube, Podcast, other social media 
● Seed “manners” - ethical growing culture and standards 
● Add value and guidelines to messaging of seed saving - Vandana Shiva’s Manifesto, ie. 
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Priority Initial Area of Work 5:  
 Climate impacts - breeding, trials 

Group 1 session notes: 
● Needed - a trial/breeding network of farmers and seed savers. It can include university or 

extension people but needs to be farmer driven. 
● We need the diversity and collective power of this group. 
● We need a Southeast base of the OSA - or another lead organization 
● Need to incorporate international resources - food sovereignty people and movements 
● Need regional seed system education and consciousness elevation even in local food, 

progressive, and organic farmer movements. 
● Carry out more variety trials for crops/seeds that are not typical for various areas 
● More connections are needed between farmers - rely on our neighbors, those with 

experiences to share 
● But - it can be challenging to sell regional crops 
● Important to do more outreach - advertising campaigns promoting foods and crops that 

actually do well and/or are more appropriate for the region 
 
Information requested by Edmund -  

● What are the particular issues in the region?  Pests identified - stink bugs, aphids, squash 
vine borers, Colorado potato beetles, Mexican bean beetles, tomato fruit worm.  
Diseases - Downy Mildew, Rust, Bacterial Leaf Spot (peppers), Fusarium, Alternaria, 
Septoria 

● More ideas - flip growing seasons (take advantage of the changes), keep with whatever 
is growing well in your area 

● Question - does steam work for seed disease removal? 
● Resource - John Navazio has a reference as a list of seed borne diseases (appendix 

reference in slide pack) - is it for the southeast? 
● Nice to have would be a one stop shop - which diseases (viral, fungal, bacterial) can be 

carried on which seeds (by crop), and which removal methods are effective for each (the 
info is there for the most part - but scattered) 
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Presentations 

Seed Diseases in the Southeast - Elizabeth Little 

Video available online at: https://youtu.be/Uzoe2_tYxk4 
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Vegetable Crop Selection for Seed Production in the Southeast - Ira 
Wallace 

Video available online at: https://youtu.be/YXKVEjFdjWU 
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Pest, Disease and Climatic Factors in Southeast Seed Production - 
Edmund Frost 

Video available online at: https://youtu.be/9_n5E4qIBtI 
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Growing Vegetable Seed in the Southeast - Edmund Frost, Ira Wallace, 
Melissa DeSa, and Craig LeHoullier 

Video available online at: https://youtu.be/tT7cA_IKGdo 
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Growing Field Crop Seed in the Southeast - Peyton McDaniel and Ben 
Miller 

Video available online at: https://youtu.be/sqxT3j4P0OY 
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Seed production economics, marketing, and market niches - Debbie 

Piesen, Brett Grohsgal, Peyton McDaniel and Ben Miller 

Video available online at: https://youtu.be/L0oVbItdIe8
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How to Conduct a Meaningful Trial - Jared Zystro 

Video available online at: https://youtu.be/AtAxc16dqAk 
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On-farm Variety Trials - Edmund Frost and Jeanine Davis 

Video available online at: https://youtu.be/AtAxc16dqAk 
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Fundamentals of Breeding - Michael Mazourek 

[Video not available due to recording problem] 
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Breeding Crops for Resilience in the Face of Climate Change - Brett 
Grohsgal 

[Video not available due to recording problem] 
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Completed 2021 
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Educational Materials 

 

This publication is protected under Creative Commons licenses: Attribution, Non-
Commercial & Share Alike. 

We believe in protecting intellectual property (IP) in a manner that promotes creativity 
and innovation in the interest of the public good. We encourage you to learn more 
about the Creative Commons, the Open Source movement, and other alternative IP 
models. 

Regarding this material, Organic Seed Alliance is the original author and license holder. 
You are free to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work, and to make derivative 
works under the following conditions: 

 

 Attribution. You must give the original author credit 

 

Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes. 

 

Share Alike. If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may 
distribute  the resulting work only under a license identical to this one. 

o   For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license 
terms of this work. 
o   Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the 
copyright holder. 

 

Your fair use and other rights are in no way affected by the above. 
 


